
Editor’s Notes

Many oil-exporting countries, such as the GCC countries, have been affected by the 
volatility in oil prices since it is their main source of revenue. With oil prices at its 
lowest in decades, many of these countries are facing budget deficits. Many of these 
countries are turning to public borrowing in order to cope with these deficits.                      
According to Shari’ah law the government’s resources should be enough therefore, 
public borrowing is only permitted under certain conditions. The circumstances under 
which public borrowing is permitted include: 

• Basic survival needs of the Ummah and the deprived,
• To fund the military in order to prevent any oppression in non-Muslim countries,  
• To fund religious teachers and research and fatwa scholars

As a basic principle of Islamic finance, public loans should avoid riba (interest). There 
are several Shari’ah compliant options available to governments to obtain funds to 
meet their budgetary deficits. Public borrowing can be separated into two categories, 
non-debt financing and public debt modes and certificates. 
There are several non-debt financing instruments. All non-debt financing instruments 
must finance real or physical income generating projects, since they need to provide 
revenues for the investors and must be tradable on secondary markets. The first 
Shari’ah compliant instrument is equivalent to leasing, known as Ijarah. In accordance 
to Ijarah, certificates of ownership of an asset are issued, which are then leased back to 
the government. The government has to make leasing payments which is how investors 
earn revenue. Certificate holders are responsible for maintaining the asset as one of the 
conditions. Ijarah allows the government to reduce its expenditure needs by not            
financing the development or upkeep of the asset, therefore reducing potential budget 
deficits. The second instrument is similar to common stocks, this can also be seen as 
partial privatization. Two main instruments are used, one provides management rights 
to the certificate holder, the second guarantees management rights to the government. 
The first one is used in projects that can benefit from private sector inputs while the 
latter is used in public income generating projects. A third source of funds incorporates 
output sharing instruments. Certificates of ownership of an existing or future income 
generating assets are sold. The owner will then appoint a manager responsible for 
generating income. This instrument is mostly used in the financing of public                   
transportation. 

The second category of instruments is public debt mode and certificate. First, debt may 
only be exchanged at face value regardless of the date of maturity and may not be 
exchanged for debt. Since riba (interest) is prohibited, public debt is in the form of an 
IOU. The IOU represents a deferred payment in which the seller declares cost and 
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mark-up. The mark-up represents the fee for the service rendered. Salam certificates 
represent debt in the form of physical goods instead of money. A government owned 
company can issue salam certificates for its future output. On the same principles as 
salam, isitna based public debt can be used to finance manufacturing or construction 
(i.e. housing units). Finally, institutional services can be financed through ijarah bonds 
(i.e. education, university, garbage collection).
Another financing tool has recently become popular, waqf.  Waqf is a charitable          
donation whose proceeds are used to support the public. Waqf can either be a physical 
or capital asset, for physical assets (i.e land) the rent is used to finance and develop 
infrastructure, the revenues from capital are used to help finance low income society’s 
economic programs. While attempts at merging waqf and sukuk have been considered 
to not comply with Shari’ah requirements, different options have emerged to finance 
projects through waqf: Esham. Esham does not guarantee principal repayment when 
redeemed. Payment is not determined as a percentage of capital but as a share of the 
income generated. Unlike sukuk, it does not have a maturity date or a SPV. Esham is a 
simpler instrument with lower transaction costs. Oil price volatility remains a huge 
challenge for GCC countries, Islamic finance offers several instruments to finance 
projects through different sources of public borrowing.

The first paper “The principle of Realism in Islamic finance” is written by Monzer 
Kahf and Amiirah Nabee Mohomed. There have been several advances in Islamic 
finance that has showed that it is possible to create banking products can be structured 
to be Shari’ah compliant. However, to satisfy demand, certain products that may not be 
completely Shari’ah compliant are being provided by Islamic banks. All Islamic 
finance contracts need to fulfill the Shari’ah conditions which include realism.           
Realism is an inherent characteristic of Islamic economics and finance as Shari’ah 
deals with facts and real-life events, not just hypothetical situations. This paper 
discusses the realism principle from Shari’ah perspective and its application in Islamic 
finance, and attempts to explain the implications of the principle with regards to Islam-
ic finance instruments and strategies. It also screens some common Islamic financial 
products from the realism perspective and deliberates that the naked presence of an 
underlining asset in contracts and transactions is insufficient to render them permissi-
ble tools of Islamic finance. For screening financial instruments, the realism principle 
in Shari’ah requires three conditions: the asset by its nature should be able to generate 
increments, the contractual transaction should be genuine and true, and returns should 
be factually produced. 

The second paper “Managing Displaced Commercial Risk in Selected GCC Islamic 
Banks: An Empirical Test for Robustness” is written by Tariqullah Khan and Safrina 
Latheef. This paper looks at profit sharing investment accounts (PSIAs) which are 
unique and fundamental in Islamic banking. PSIAs are a hybrid between current 



accounts (unstable sources of funding due to withdrawal risk) on one extreme, and 
partnership (stable sources of funding due to risk taking nature) on the other extreme. 
In the literature, considerable interest has been attached to this nature of the PSIAs in 
the capital structure of Islamic banks, specially, with respect to its implications for 
banking stability and regulatory capital assessment. There are two separate formulas to 
calculate the inherent risk due to the hybrid nature of the PSIAs, these were introduced 
by the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB). The standard formula treats the PSIAs 
as partnership and risk taking. The supervisory discretionary formula treats the PSIAs 
as deposits tempting to migrate between banks seeking higher rate of returns. If         
depositors have to migrate, shareholders have to face the migratory depositors’ risk 
displaced on their responsibility. In quantitative terms the displaced commercial risk 
present in a particular Islamic bank is measured by an Alpha factor in the second IFSB 
formula. In this paper they empirically address the robustness of the Alpha factor in the 
selected GCC Islamic banks. There is a need to improve regulation to improve the 
creditability of this practice since Islamic banking has a significant impact globally.  
The third paper “Islamic Economics and Finance Education: Consensus on Reform,” 
is written by Ruqiyyah Nu’Man and S. Nazim Ali. This paper aims to provide points 
of consensus on Islamic Economics and Finance Education (IEFE) from survey data 
collected from conferences since 1975. The results from this study indicate that there 
is a need to develop the methodology of IEFE and evolve the paradigm of IEF. There 
are several recommendations presented in this study which include curriculum 
standardization, global institutional collaboration, an international coordination body, 
improvement of the quality of publications in the field through government supported 
teacher training and student participation, assistance to emerging countries in IEFE, 
support for curriculum and talent development multi and interdisciplinary skill              
development, and correlation of curriculum and industry practices.  

The fourth paper “Merging Waqf with Sukuk,” is written by Murat Cizakca. Awqaf 
New Zealand, an Islamic NGO operating in New Zealand, recently identified sukuk as 
a tool to finance large awqaf farms to supply livestock and food during Hajj and zakat 
al-fitr.  Thus, we are witnessing here an attempt to merge waqf and sukuk, two                   
important financial instruments of contemporary Islam. The purpose of this article is 
to examine this synthesis from both the Shariah and finance perspectives and suggest, 
instead, a better alternative – a synthesis of esham and waqf. 

The fifth paper “Piety in Islam, Financial Corruption and Economic Growth: A            
Theoretical Framework,” is written by Mohamed Ben Mimoun, Issam Aljeefri and 
Asma Raies. According to Qur’an and the Sunnah (Prophetic narrations), the more 
religious an individual is, the lower the likelihood of them being corrupt. This should 
in turn translate into higher economic outcomes. This paper aims to prove theoretically 
such a correlation by modelling the relationship governing piety (obedience to Islam's 
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Commandments), corruption and economic growth. The theoretical framework in this 
paper shows two long-run economic effects of corruption i) through reducing time 
allocated to productive labor, and ii) through diverting public capital from its                 
productive use. They show that, there is a minimum level of piety required for an  
economy to be productive. If it goes below this threshold, the economy moves away 
from productivity and towards an illegal rent-seeking situation. 

The sixth paper “Effects of Corporate Governance Control Measures on Islamic 
Banks’ Financial Soundness: Evidence from International Financial Crisis,” is written 
by Ghada Ben Zeineb and Sami Mensi. This study focuses on the time around the 
Global Financial Crisis, they analyze the roles of corporate governance control 
variables on Islamic bank’s soundness during this time. Moreover, it investigates the 
impacts of some specific Islamic bank corporate governance factors, mostly the          
ownership structure, CEO duality and Shariah-Board Size on the distress of Islamic 
banks. Using cross-country bank data in 6 countries from the Gulf Countries Council 
(GCC) region where the largest Islamic banks exist. They show that the financial crisis 
does not significantly affect the soundness of the banks during this time. The banks 
they studied were able to reduce the negative impact and maintain their soundness after 
this financial trouble with regard to the global corporate governance index. Concerning 
the corporate governance variables, results notice a positive and significant impact of 
CEO duality and Shariah-Board Size on the soundness of Islamic banks. They also 
assess the soundness of GCC non-conventional banks under three types of bank      
ownership (Private-owned, Institutional-owned and Foreign-owned banks). The result 
shows a positive association between private ownership, foreign ownership and   
soundness. On the other hand, they also find a negative association between the 
percentage of institutional owners and soundness. The results confirm the importance 
of the governance mechanisms to act as immunity system of the Islamic Banking.

The seventh paper Musharaka Financing to Rural-Based small entrepreneurs by   
Islamic Bank in Bangladesh: An Institutional-Network Approach,” is written by 
Mohammed NurulAlam. Since its establishment in March 1983, the Islami Bank 
Bangladesh Limited (IBBL) has been rendering its financing services based on Islamic 
Shari'ah as a Joint Venture Public Limited Company in the money market of              
Bangladesh. One of the main modes of financing of this specialized bank is the 
Musharaka (Partnership) mode of financing. This study will try to determine how well 
Musharka works for being able to fund rural entrepreneurs and the success of IBBL in 
doing so. 

The eighth paper “Viability of Implementing Direct Interest-Free Credit Clearance 
System in Muslim Countries,” is written by Syammon Jaafar, Adam Abdullah, Rusni 
Hassan, and Hamed Kameel Mydin Meera. This study aims to examine the                



possibilities of implementing an alternative currency system known as the direct                
interest-free credit clearance (DIFCC) system. The DIFCC, which is based on a netting 
system has been implemented successfully by several countries in the conventional 
setting, it does not replace the current fiat money system just works complementary. In 
this system, the distribution of credit as money will not be monopolized by the           
commercial banks, rather the distribution is on a mutual basis as long as there are     
products or services that can be offered to others among the members. Since Islamic 
finance prohibits several elements such as riba, gharar and maysir this system works 
better since it requires exchange of real goods and services. This system would be 
beneficial in Muslim countries since it is more Shari’ah compliant. This study looks at 
the practicality of the DICC model as an innovative product in Islamic finance.

The ninth paper “Operational Challenges in the Shari’ah Governance of Islamic  
Financial Institutions (IFIs) in Nigeria: Issues and Solutions,” is written by Ibrahim 
Muhammad Ahmad. This paper examines the Islamic finance industry in Nigeria and 
its troubles. The challenges include manpower and scarcity of Shari’ah talents, 
research and development, products development, standardization, awareness and 
other associated issues. The paper argues that manpower challenge can lead to other 
operational challenges and addressing such a challenge would also help in addressing 
other operational challenges. The paper recommends that man power challenge can be 
addressed by establishing research and development centers, introduction of               
stewardship between the developed talents and the young ones. They also recommended 
that the Islamic finance industry should develop a standard on product development 
with the aim of harmonization and avoid reliance on the glory of conventional finance 
by adoption of conventional products.    

The tenth paper “Halal Certification System as a Resource for Firm Internationalization: 
Comparison of China and Malaysia,” is written by François N. Dubé, Yang HaiJuan 
and Huang Lijun. There is a broad consensus to the effect that public agencies can 
mitigate the obstacles and uncertainties associated with the process of firm                       
internationalization. One critical aspect of such interventionist policy is the                         
establishment of a national/region halal certification system, which has been widely 
recognized has a core factor in the international expansion of halal food firms. Based 
on a thorough field research conducted in the halal food industries of the Ningxia                   
Autonomous Hui Region of China and Malaysia, the present article shall explicitly 
examine how exactly different models of halal certification can promote and ease 
access of local firms to international markets. Using both qualitative and quantitative 
methodologies, the present article will allow us to formulate general conclusions 
regarding the relationship between firm internationalization and halal certification, as 
well as specific insights for other halal food industries seeking to promote their                   
international activities.
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